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I.

DIRECTION
INFORMATION
ORDINANCE
MOTION
RESOLUTION

REQUEST/ISSUE & BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

The Downtown Improvement Plan (DIP) is a multi-phase construction project that
broke ground in spring 2016. The initiation of the plan occurred on March 3rd, 2015
when City Council approved a proposed project list with associated estimated costs.
On July 7th, 2015, Council approved a funding arrangement including grant
opportunities, special assessments, franchise fees, certificates of participation, and
capital project reserves. As part of that meeting City Council directed staff to pursue
an implementation timeline and elected to serve as the citizen review committee to
provide feedback and direction relating to plan implementation. As of the end of
2017, improvements along Yampa, Oak, and select side streets have been
completed. In 2018, staff is preparing for construction of remaining side street
improvements.
Through public outreach efforts over the past few months, Staff has identified that
a public discussion regarding the layout of 11th and 5th Street is warranted prior to
finalization of design and construction bidding for these specific street improvements.
Staff intends to move forward with design and construction of the
preferred option unless City Council provides alternative direction. The
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preferred option includes construction of missing sidewalks, formalization of left turn
lanes, installation of bike lanes, and modification of parking along 11th and 5th Street
from diagonal to parallel.
The overall downtown streetscape planning documents were developed by Britina
Designs in 2008 and adopted by City Council in 2009. The Downtown Design
Guildelines form the basis for the elements included in the Downtown Improvement
Plan. The formation of the Britina plan included extensive public outreach, meetings,
and input including traffic evaluation and a downtown-wide improvements survey.
Staff is currently in the process of moving forward with specific design of the 11th St
corridor as one of the next priorities on the DIP project list. 11th Street is next on
the priority due to its overall lack of complete street elements, namely sidewalks but
also to install designated left turn lanes on two sidestreet approaches to Lincoln
Avenue and to connect the planned bike network between Oak and Yampa Streets.
5th Street improvements have become a need due to ongoing traffic conflicts, the
Riverview development project moving forward with construction, and multiple
requests to provide bicycle facility connection from the Core Trail across Lincoln
Avenue in an attempt to address Safe Routes to School needs. Staff is very mindful
of the importance of parking in the downtown area as design and execution the
project progresses. A balanced approach is necessary when constrained by limited
space within the public right of way.
In March 2016, Staff provided an update to City Council prior to proceeding with
design of Phase II of the Yampa Street improvements. An evaluation of parking
gains and losses was included as part of that presentation including the projected
loss of parking along 11th and 5th Streets. In that presentation the following
statement was included in the Council communication form,
“From a parking count perspective, the streets most impacted by
implementation of the Downtown Improvement Plan are 5th and 11th
Streets. Bike lanes along 5th and 11th Streets are identified in the adopted
Open Space and Trails Master Plan. The intent of bike lanes along these
streets is to create a connected network with the Core Trail and the bike
lanes that currently exist on Yampa and Oak. Diagonal parking precludes
the installation of adjacent bike lanes per industry standards. Therefore,
striping of bike lanes requires conversion of the existing diagonal to
parallel. Additionally, 5th and 11th streets serve as the vehicular bypass
when Lincoln Avenue is closed for special events. The installation of
sidewalk along 11th Street will narrow the travel lanes to the point that the
existing diagonal parking will need to be modified to parallel in order to
provide the width necessary to facilitate truck turning movements. 5th
Street is likely in the near term to warrant a left turn lane from southbound
5th onto eastbound Lincoln Avenue. This scenario is even more likely as
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pressure on the intersection of 5th and Lincoln increases due to the
following issues: increased left turn movements from 3rd Street onto
Lincoln Avenue and development to the south of 3rd St on the Riverwalk
parcel. For these reasons, alteration of existing diagonal parking
arrangement to parallel is necessary.”
Upon direction received at the March 15, 2015 meeting, staff and the City’s selected
design consultant for the Yampa Street project proceeded with design and
construction of the raised intersection and bicycle facility design at the 11th and
Yampa intersection including construction of sidewalk for a half-block of 11th Street.
This approach enables the preferred alternative design that is currently presented to
Council this evening.
Over the past four months, staff has conducted targeted outreach to a number of
local businesses, property owners, and advocacy groups to inform them of the
project and gather feedback. Those entities include: The Nordic Lodge, Old West
Building (Gates and Marsh Gooding), Creekside Café (Jason and Kelly Landers), The
Laundry (Rex Brice), Steamboat Whiskey (Nate Newhall), The Old Pilot Building (KC
Wilson), Curt Weiss (owner of 127 & 131 11th Street – Soda Creek Bldg), Central
Park Management, Jarret Duty (owner of 1103 Lincoln Ave), One Stop Ski Shop (John
Cole), and Routt County Riders.
A summary of the feedback or ideas that staff has noted during these various
meetings and phone calls include:
• Should consideration be made not to construct sidewalk along the Nordic
Lodge frontage (until bridges get replaced and we can connect to Oak Street)
• Can festival lighting be installed on 11th Street?
• Can angled parking remain on one side of 11th Street?
• Would the city consider converting a portion or all of the 10th Street Parking
Lot to 2-3 hour parking?
• Can 11th Street be converted to a street that prioritizes bicycles over vehicles
by installation of protected bike lanes or use of raised concrete for the entire
block?
• Is a temporary parking closure on 11th during Lincoln Ave event closures an
option for allowing diagonal parking to remain?
• Can the design squeeze the street with bikes and vehicle lanes all in one lane?
• Can the diagonal parking remain with the bike lanes between the sidewalk and
the parking?
This feedback has been carefully considered as part of the creation of the various
alternative options presented as part of this agenda topic.
As is common, this outreach often seems quite sudden to specific property owners
and we usually get a mix of emotions when we make initial contact. Staff will
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continue to work through design and construction specifics with each property
owner. In some instances, there is very little that staff can do to accommodate the
desires of each property owner. Staff will do our best to listen to concerns and try
to explain the reasons that the city is undertaking the specific project.
II.

ALTERNATIVES:

Alternative A: Construction of missing sidewalks, installation of streetscape
elements including trees and street lighting, designation of left turn lane, striping of
bike lanes, modification of diagonal parking to parallel, and storm drainage
improvements
• Advantages
▫ Prioritizes movement of traffic (multiple modes)
▫ Creates designated left turn lanes
▫ Creates interconnected network of bicycle facilities (slide 7)
▫ Bicycle level of service – B
▫ Conforms to Downtown Improvement Plan
▫ Coordinates with CDOT signal improvements effort
▫ Pedestrian accommodation and establishment of streetscape aesthetic
on all street frontage
• Disadvantages
▫ Loss of parking 65 vs. 39 (26 parking spots lost; 40% reduction)
Alternative B: Construction of missing sidewalks, installation of streetscape
elements including trees and street lighting, storm drainage improvements.
• Advantages
▫ Maintains existing parking inventory
▫ Pedestrian accommodation and establishment of streetscape esthetic
on all street frontage
• Disadvantages
▫ Does not prioritize movement of traffic (multiple modes)
▫ 11th and Yampa Core Trail improvements were intended to connect to
on-street bicycle facilities
▫ Reduced bicycle level of service – C▫ Makes truck turning movements very difficult
▫ Lincoln Avenue closure would require parking restriction during event
timing
Alternative C: Do nothing
• Advantages
▫ No expenditure
▫ Continue Lincoln Avenue closure without loss of parking
▫ Maintain current parking inventory
• Disadvantages
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▫
▫
▫
▫
III.

No sidewalk connection on eastside of 11th
No bike facilities
No designated left turn lane
Does not conform with Downtown Improvements Plan

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Staff plans to move forward with construction of the preferred alternative
(Alternative A) absent direction from Council to the contrary.
IV.

FISCAL IMPACTS:
Proposed Overall DIP Expenditure:

approximately $11mm

Funding Source: Franchise Fees, sidewalk assessments, grants,
reserves, certificates of participation, water and sewer enterprise funds
Target Budget for 11th Street reconstruction:
V.

$490,000

LEGAL ISSUES:

Two property frontages included in the 11th Street reconstruction are currently
missing sidewalk connections and will be subject to sidewalk assessments. Chapter
13 of the Municipal Code outlines the process for levy of assessment, notification
requirements prior to hearing of the assessment ordinance, the timeline for appeal
of the assessment ordinance, and the invoicing and collections process associated
with the levy. Official public notice of the requirement to construct sidewalk per code
requirements will be sent in March and subsequent assessment will be sent to the
associated property owners following construction and prior to final hearing of the
levying ordinance to be presented to City Council in 2019.
In order to construct improvements in conformance with the adopted Downtown
Design Guidelines, there may be needs for temporary construction easements from
adjacent property owners. In the event that temporary construction easements are
not willingly granted to the City, Staff will direct the design and construction to be
performed so as to stay within the public right of way. This may result in sidewalk
or streetscape improvements behind the curb that are narrower than the adopted
plan dimensions.
VI.

CONFLICTS OR ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES:

Construction projects within the public right of way have the potential to cause
inconvenience to adjacent properties and the traveling public. These inconveniences
can be mitigated to a certain extent by phasing of construction, effective public
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outreach in the lead up to and during construction activities, and thoughtful staging
of construction disturbance areas. Some improvements may require alteration of
existing improvements that have been placed within the public right of way.
Coordination with property owners will be conducted in an attempt to address what
can often be an emotional subject. There are no known adverse environmental issues
to report at this time.
ATTACHMENTS:
Attachment 1: PowerPoint Presentation.
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Attachment #1

Downtown Improvement Plan

March 13, 2018
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Adopted by Council 2009
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7.9

Traffic Analysis by PBS&J – June 25, 2008
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“To make informed transportation decisions
for the Downtown Streetscape Project, the City
requested that PBS&J review existing
traffic conditions, evaluate
alternatives, and make
recommendations for street and
intersection design and operations...
Four user groups were identified as the key
components of the transportation system and
were included in the traffic analysis. These
groups are vehicles, transit, pedestrians, and
bicycles.”
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Recommendation:
Provide striped bicycle lanes on 5th and
11th streets.
Advantages
• Provides safer Lincoln Avenue crossing for bicycles
• Promotes bike circulation
• Compliments transit recommendation by facilitating the link between
transit and bicycle circulation
Disadvantages
• Will not have striped bicycle lanes on all downtown cross-streets
• Bike lanes do not extend north of Oak Street
• Adjacent to parking
• No diagonal parking adjacent to bike lanes (reduces number of parking
spaces)
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Recommendation:
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Presented to Council March 15, 2016
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Parking
Approximate parking space inventory summary:
• Intersection corner losses:
• Modification to parallel parking on 5th St:
• Modification to parallel parking on 11th St:
• Yampa Street losses(as previously approved):
• Restriping of existing spaces to 9ft width:
• Reconstruction and restriping of 8th St lot:
• Diagonal on 4th St adjacent to Wells Fargo:
• Parallel to Diagonal on 7th and 4th (completed):
Variance from current total:

-20 spaces
-25 spaces
-29 spaces
-12 spaces
+35 spaces
+12 spaces
+10 spaces
+12 spaces

Loss of 17 total spaces

Staff intent: to perform parking inventory study and evaluation
after completion of the Downtown Improvement Plan
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Parking – 11th St Current
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Parking – 11th St Proposed
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Yampa Street Construction at
11th/Yampa
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Collaborative effort with CDOT Road X via Apex Design Group
Status: Ongoing
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Opportunity for lane modifications:
Provision of left turn accommodation at strategic
locations onto Lincoln Avenue
• 5th Street
• 11th Street
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Bypass for Lincoln Avenue Event
Closures:
• 5th Street
• Oak Street
• 11th Street
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Riverview Development
• Proposed improvements on south leg of 5th
Street between bridge and Lincoln Ave
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Baseline Engineering
Status: Ongoing
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11th Street Existing Conditions
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Alternative A: Left turn lanes
with bike lanes
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Alternative A: Left turn lanes
with bike lanes
• Advantages
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫

Prioritizes movement of traffic (multiple modes)
Creates designated left turn lanes
Creates interconnected network of bicycle facilities (slide 7)
Bicycle level of service – B
Conforms to Downtown Improvement Plan
Coordinates with CDOT signal improvements effort
Pedestrian accommodation and establishment of
streetscape aesthetic on all street frontage

• Disadvantages

▫ Loss of parking 65 vs. 39 (26 parking spots lost; 40%
reduction)
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Recommendation:
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Alternative B: Diagonal Parking
with narrow lanes
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Alternative B: Diagonal Parking
with sidewalk & narrow lanes
• Advantages

▫ Maintains existing parking inventory
▫ Pedestrian accommodation and establishment of
streetscape esthetic on all street frontage

• Disadvantages

▫ Does not prioritize movement of traffic (multiple modes)
▫ 11th and Yampa Core Trail improvements were intended to
connect to on-street bicycle facilities
▫ Reduced bicycle level of service – C▫ Makes truck turning movements very difficult
▫ Lincoln Avenue closure would require parking restriction
during event timing
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Yampa St & 11th St Intersection

7.30

Alternative C: Do Nothing
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Alternative C: Do Nothing
• Advantages

▫ No expenditure
▫ Continue Lincoln Avenue closure without loss of
parking
▫ Maintain current parking inventory

• Disadvantages
▫
▫
▫
▫

No sidewalk connection on eastside of 11th
No bike facilities
No designated left turn lane
Does not conform with Downtown Improvements Plan
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Option A
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Turning Movements Alt A WB-50
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Turning Movements Alt B WB-50
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Existing Conditions
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Alternative A
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Alternative B
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